
Standing 8 (2017) 
Feature - Dark Comedy 
Screenwriter 
"A washed up fighter and his dimwit friends are on the run from the mob after accidentally killing the boss' nephew. 
An entrepreneurial hit man has an idea to help them and make a good deal of cash at the same time." 
In Development - Rewrites -- Coming Soon! 
First 10 Pages 

Brothers McShane (2016) 
Feature - Action/ Comedy 
Screenwriter 
"Two dumber-than-dirt lawmen enlist the help of a weird Indian fella, to help find their outlaw twin brothers and save 
them from the hands of the deadly Molcajetes." 
UnProduced 
First 10 Pages 

The Cable Men (2016) 
Short - Comedy 
Screenwriter 
"Several bottles of wine deep, Cindy makes the brilliant decision to call an escort service in an effort to feel like a 
woman again and get back at her cheating husband. Two idiot cable TV repair men show up to fix her cable." 
Produced 2016 
Full Script 

The Wicked Garden (2013) 
Feature - Crime Drama 
Screenwriter 
"Wanting nothing more than to numb the pain of his murdered wife and son, Jansen reluctantly takes one last job to 
rescue a young girl from her captures. Now, he and Anna are on the run with six million dollars of their money." 
UnProduced 
First 10 Pages 

The 85's (2012) 
Feature - Sci-fi/ Horror 
Screenwriter 
"It's 2051 and a rag-tag team of criminals-turned-soldiers are sent to investigate an underground bunker. They were 
lied to again, and must now escape without letting the rabid creatures inside, out into the world." 
UnProduced 
First 10 Pages 

The Prodigy (2000)  
Feature - Crime Drama 
Co-Writer  
"A legendary assassin/serial killer  is on the hunt for a successor. He sees something in Truman, and puts the 
unwilling, small-time thug through a dangerous rite of passage." 
Produced (2001) 
Movie Trailer 
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